Protein disorder in the centrosome correlates with complexity in cell types number.
Here we study the properties and the evolution of proteins that constitute the Centrosome, the complex molecular assembly that regulates the division and differentiation of animal cells. We found that centrosomal proteins are predicted to be significantly enriched in disordered and coiled-coil regions, more phosphorylated and longer than control proteins of the same organism. Interestingly, the ratio of these properties in centrosomal and control proteins tends to increase with the number of cell-types. We reconstructed indels evolution, finding that indels significantly increase disorder in both centrosomal and control proteins, at a rate that is typically larger along branches associated with a large growth in cell-types number, and larger for centrosomal than for control proteins. Substitutions show a similar trend for coiled-coil, but they contribute less to the evolution of disorder. Our results suggest that the increase in cell-types number in animal evolution is correlated with the gain of disordered and coiled-coil regions in centrosomal proteins, establishing a connection between organism and molecular complexity. We argue that the structural plasticity conferred to the Centrosome by disordered regions and phosphorylation plays an important role in its mechanical properties and its regulation in space and time.